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Visit McKinney Collaboration

Working hand in hand with the City of McKinney

A Trusted Partnership

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C-WkIrAAmIc


Tiffany works hard to make your stay comfortable. 
Spent Saturday next to the pool, reading. Fabulous! Paid 
to have have breakfast in bed the whole weekend. 
Heavenly!!! And delicious. Tiffany is capable and willing 
to make your stay beyond expectations.
A sweet home tucked into a sweet neighborhood. Little 
Lending Libraries in walking distance. Downtown 
McKinney has all you need if you want to stroll and 
pace leisurely. Texas Bee Supply recommended this 
bed and breakfast. (My husband attended their bee 
class while I lazied by the pool.) Many thanks for their 
fabulous recommendation. I really hope to find a reason 
to return!

We rented the entire estate for our bridal 

party and groomsmen and my husband 

and I the weekend of our wedding and it 

was absolutely perfect. It was easy to 

find and get in. Tiffany was always 

communicating leading up to it on diet 

restrictions for breakfast and on any info 

we may needed. Breakfast was amazing 

and tasty! The rooms and beds were 

comfy and exactly what I was wanting. 

We will 100% be booking again when we 

get the chance and highly recommend it 

to anyone!

A beautiful stay, and the perfect getaway. 
Tiffany was an amazing host, and breakfast 
was amazing! Full of charm, art, and 
surrounded by antiques this bed and breakfast 
has it all, including a pool if you want to go for a 
relaxing swim. Close to all the local eateries, 
and attractions the Neathery is the perfect 
place to stay when in the area. Will definitely be 
staying again!

Google Review Summary

5.0
87 reviews



We had such a lovely stay in celebration of my 
birthday. We stayed in the Elissa Suite and 
enjoyed in suite breakfast on the patio which 
was exceptional. The location is perfectly 
situated close to downtown McKinney with 
tons of food options and shopping. We can’t 
wait for our next stay at the Neathery!

WOW! What an amazing place to stay! The place is such a great place to stay! My wife and I 
attended TMR for the third year in a row, each time renting an airBnB, they were nice places. 
We just didn’t feel comfortable in the first two. My wife Found this wonderful and beautiful bed 
and Breakfast. There is an ample amount of space for parking! Code to the gates that worked 
great. The yard was very well keep, and just so welcoming upon your arrival. The place was just 
so peaceful inside and out. We felt so safe and secure during our entire 2 night stay, Tiffany has 
really made the place so beautiful! Antiques though out the house. The house was nice and 
cool! So many little amenities to mention. One example is places on both sides of the bed for 
your phone chargers. A fan in the room for those who like what I call white noise. Tv with plenty 
of choices of channels, and the breakfast!!! Over the top! We will return and highly recommend 
this oasis!

I stayed at The Neathery Estate for 3 nights as 
a local getaway from the wonderful but 
sometimes exhausting people who live in my 
house. :) I chose the Magnolia Suite and I felt at 
home from the moment I checked in. The 
grounds are beautiful, the decor is sublime, the 
food is delicious, but the hospitality is 
incomparable! When I needed a place to spend 
some quality time resting and reflecting, The 
Neathery Estate was the right choice. With the 
proximity to Downtown McKinney, tons of 
choices for entertainment and food are quickly 
available. Tiffany is a wonderful, attentive host 
whose care and love of innkeeping is apparent 
in every way. Thank you for such an amazing 
place to spend some time taking care of 
myself!

Absolutely wonderful! Our group of 8 women 
rented the entire house for the weekend and we 
were constantly delighted by the comfort, 
whimsy, high end amenities, attention to detail 
and unbelievable customer service. Tiffany has 
created a gem of a getaway. We would have 
stayed for a week given the chance. The pool 
and backyard oasis is so inviting, and the house 
so fun, it was the perfect stay for us. The 
breakfast was huge and delicious and we just 
can't say enough nice things about our visit! A 
must stay!

True to McKinney
True Southern 

Hospitality



MCDC Support has played a critical role in enabling my business to grow and thrive.

Thank you.
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